Location of patients before transfer to a tertiary care intensive care unit: impact on outcome.
To evaluate the impact of the source of patients transferred to a tertiary care intensive care unit (ICU) (referring hospital ICU vs referring hospital emergency department [ED]) on outcomes of transferred patients. We performed a retrospective review of data contained in the Project Impact database of a medical-surgical ICU at a university hospital. A total of 503 patients transferred from local community hospitals, 283 from EDs and 220 from ICUs, were identified and included. In addition to comparing all ED transfers with all ICU transfers, comparisons between the 2 populations were made for the subgroups of patients with intracranial hemorrhage (group 1), nonhemorrhagic stroke (group 2), and all other patients (group 3). Patients were evaluated for a variety of outcome parameters, including mortality and ICU and hospital length of stay (LOS) according to their location at the referring hospital at the time of transfer: ICU (ICUtx) or ED (EDtx). Mortality was significantly lower among EDtx in all transferred patients as well as in groups 2 and 3 with no difference in mortality identified in group 1. Intensive care unit LOS was shorter for EDtx and the 3 groups, and hospital LOS was shorter among all EDtx and those in group 3. Group 3 EDtx also had lower than predicted mortality. Transfer of patients to a tertiary care ICU from the ED of a referring hospital is associated with significantly better outcomes than transfers from referring hospital ICUs.